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Friday 24 June  2022 

Shrewsbury House Pre-Prep Newsletter 

 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

‘Can you believe how quickly this year has gone?’ This phrase has been heard around the school several 
times this week as the realisation sets  in that there are just two weeks left of this final term.  This week 
has been a mixture of end of year activities and preparations for the new academic year.  It was lovely to 
have so many people in school on Thursday for our Celebration Afternoon, with a chance for the children 
to showcase their work, and their progress, from this year, and also to look ahead to September and 
familiarise themselves with their new learning environments. 

It was also a delight to host both our 2022/23 Nursery and Reception Parents’ Information Evenings this 
week.  My thanks to Mrs Davies-Duddy and the Nursery and Reception teams for overseeing these events 
and providing such valuable information and insight for the year ahead. 

We were thrilled to welcome Year 8 boys from Shrewsbury House School on Wednesday to organise a 
morning of brilliant activities for our Reception and Year 2 children.  The older boys displayed amazing 
care, understanding and awareness, ensuring all of our younger children were involved and 
enthusiastically so.  Our children absolutely loved their morning!  

Tomorrow’s fete has been three years in the making.  We have had to move the event to the school site, 
from the field, due to concerns around potential gusty weather stopping usage of the inflatables.  I am 
sure it will be a busy, action-packed afternoon.  The work that has gone into it from our SPPA committee 
has been extraordinary.  Please do support them tomorrow, both through attendance, and also helping 
out. 

I look forward to seeing you tomorrow afternoon. 

Jon Akhurst  

Head 
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Nursery 

Reception 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________ _____________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

We have been learning all about water this week. We 
started the week looking at the water cycle and 
discussing where our water comes from and where it 
goes. Foxes class had a wonderful debate about whether 
rain came from God filling the clouds up with water "And 
thunder is God moving his furniture around!" or a more 
scientific approach.  It was wonderful to hear the 
children presenting their different world views whilst 
remaining respectful to other opinions. Badgers class 
asked what happened to the rain that did not fall onto 
muddy ground, as depicted in the book we were using. 
So the next day, we learnt a bit about drains and sewers, 
which the children found fascinating. 

We have also considered how we can manipulate water. 
We explored splashing, pouring, trickling, and freezing. It 
has been a very wet week, but lots of fun!    

Reception children have been studying lighthouses this 
week and we listened to the story of the Lighthouse 
Keepers Lunch. For our homework we wrote about our 
favourite sandwiches and in class we thought about 
ways to stop the pesky seagulls from stealing Mr 
Grinlings lunch! We were very imaginative and thought 
squirting them with water pistols might be enough to 
make them stop! We wrote notes to remind Mr 
Grinling that being a lighthouse keeper is a very 
important job. 

We learnt about making circuits and used our 
knowledge to make our very own working lighthouse! 
They were quite fiddly to make and we remembered 
our TRACK value of resilience so that we succeeded. 

In maths we made tally charts to find out which flavour 
ice cream was the most popular in our class. Vanilla 
was the most popular and strawberry was 
definitely the least! 

On Wednesday we enjoyed our sports lesson with Year 
8 boys from Shrewsbury House School. We played 
football, completed obstacle courses, played 
cricket and practised our catching skills. It was a 
wonderful experience and we want to say a big THANK 
YOU to the Year 8 boys! 

We have loved our topic on the seaside but can't wait 
for Keeping Healthy Week next week! 
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Year One 

Year Two 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_ 

_______________________________________________ _______________

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_ 

In English, we have started our new book The Way Back Home, by Oliver Jeffers. The children have been 

using expanded noun phrases to describe the alien from the story. It has been a brilliant week to look at 

temperature.  The children have enjoyed  measuring and recording  temperature in degrees Celsius. 

On Wednesday morning Year 8 children from Shrewsbury House School designed games for Year 2 to 

play. All the children enjoyed playing versions of dodgeball, cricket and football on the Field. Year 2 

demonstrated excellent sportsmanship and teamwork. 

Miss Whitfield visited the school on Thursday for a special assembly to celebrate National Writing 

Day.  She read her book The Wintertide Bear to the children. It was wonderful for the children to meet a 

real author and all the more special for Year 2 as many of them had been taught by Miss Whitfield in 

Reception.  

Neil Armstrong's famous quote "That’s one small step for man, one giant leap for mankind" has been on 
the lips of our Year 1 children this week, as they have been learning about the first moon landing and the 
life of the first heroic astronaut to set foot on Earth's only natural satellite. We have learnt that 
Armstrong first flew an aeroplane by himself at the age of 16, before he could even drive a car! The 
children have factsheets and newspaper articles  to describe the momentous events of 1969. Armstrong 
set foot on the moon at 5am (BST), which Year 1 will be able to tell you from their Maths work on time 
this week is early in the morning!  The children have been learning how to tell the time to the hour and 
half past the hour on an analogue clock.  

In PE and swimming, the children have been preparing for next week's Sports Day and Swimming Gala, 
and in Art, have painted the pineapples that they sculpted out of clay.  

It was lovely to welcome parents and grandparents into our classrooms on Thursday to share all of the 
wonderful work we have produced over the course of this academic year.  
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Celebration Assembly 

__________________________________________________________________ ________

House Points 

Yellow:60 

Red: 105 

Green: 58 

Blue: 78 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_ 

In today’s Celebration Assembly, we congratulated our TRACK 

Award winners Raef, Rollo and Jessica; Charlotte and Vlady, 

Gabriel, Seb and Artie; and Felix and Lenny. 

Hux, Harley, Liam, Danny, Lenny, Zach, Cameron and Cam 

were all awarded Values Trackers. 

Harley was excited to show us the special signed golf balls he 

had been given in America and we sang Happy Birthday to 

Eloise, who had brought in a beautiful book for our Library.   

The House Points competition was won by Red House. 
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SHPPS School Fete... 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________  

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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SHPPS School Fete... 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________  

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_ 
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SHPPS School Fete... 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________  

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Author Visit... 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________  

https://www.amazon.co.uk/Wintertide-Bear-Natalie-Whitfield/dp/1912765535 

We were so delighted to welcome Natalie Whitfield to school on Thursday 

morning.  Natalie worked as Head of EYFS and Reception Teacher at SHPPS and 

left a few years ago when she moved to Hampshire.  She is an incredibly gifted 

storyteller and illustrator and has recently published her debut children’s book 

“The Wintertide Bear”.  The children loved hearing her story.  Please click on 

the link below for more information. 

___ __________________________________________________________
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The Class of ‘21 Returned... 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________  

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

It’s always lovely to see our “Old” Boys and Girls and we were especially pleased when Arthur, Theo, 

Aydin and Frank arrived. The boys had come to return their cherished trophies so that we could prepare 

them for Prize Day 2022.  The children are immensely proud  of the trophies they win and we know that 

it’s difficult to finally part with them.   
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Poultry News... 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________  

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_ 

The SHPPS chicks are not really chicks any more but "pullets" - young hens which have not 
yet started to lay.  

As they are 6 weeks old and the weather is nice and mild the pullets have now moved into 
their lovely new home. 

Henrietta, Chloe and Fluffles  have their own coop with its own run just next to Felix’s 
other hens so they can start to get to know each other at a safe distance. They immediately 
found the food and water and are happily making themselves comfortable!  

Hopefully when they are fully grown they will be able to integrate with Felix’s existing flock 
and they can make lots of new friends. 
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Happy Birthday! 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________  

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

We love these photos of 

Eloise celebrating her 7th 

birthday! 
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KS1 Playtime... 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________  

___ ____________________________________
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And Finally...Some Other Lovely Moments From Our Week... 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________  

__________________________________________________________________

Belle was given TWO BLUE 

HOUSE POINTS for being 

super –brave! 

Reception surprised Mrs 

Matthews with some lovely 

birthday flowers! 

Benjamin kindly hand-delivered his 

sweetie cone for the Fete! 

Leo was given a  “Mr Akhurst’s 

Awesome Achievement Award” 

sticker for some brilliant writing! 
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And a Few More... 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________  

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_ 

Our “Old Boys” scampered 

back up to their old 

classroom! 

Ivy carried on collecting Blue 

house points! 

Year Two played... 
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And Just a Few More! 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________  

_____________________________________

Arthur caught up with his 

friends in Football Club! 

Harley brought Coco to school 

on Friday evening to say hello! 


